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Britt Shelton, Woolstock, Iowa, helped invent a device to handle buildup on the feeder house when combining corn.

Reelin’ in the ears
Attachment clears fluff and trash from corn head
By Laurie Potter
New Products Editor

A

ny farmer who has had to stop
combining corn because the
corn head keeps plugging up
can relate to Britt Shelton’s frustration.
“A corn head plugged up with fluff can
drive a farmer crazy,” says Shelton.
He and partner Darrel Hay plant over
2,000 acres of corn near Webster City,
Iowa. With so many acres to cover,
downtime to unplug a combine’s corn
head isn’t efficient.

Shelton began noticing the problem
approximately seven years ago when
fluff and trash built up in front of the
feeder house as he combined corn.
The old way of trying to get rid of
added debris stuck in the head was dangerous. Shelton would throw the combine in reverse and hit the brakes to try
and shake the trash loose. If that didn’t
work, he would have to get off the
combine and clear the trash by hand.
“It’s dangerous, dirty work, and safety
was a concern,” Shelton says.
”The capacity of the combines has

doubled, but the size of the opening
seems to have stayed the same. This has
created a bottleneck,” he continues.
Shelton notes that the buildup, which
resembles a huge pile of leaves, usually
happens in the middle of the afternoon
when it’s dry.
“There’s a lot of money invested in
equipment that is just sitting there because the fluff is plugging up the head.
It’s frustrating,” he says.
Shelton and Hay began developing a
foldable device to handle buildup when
conditions are dry and relative humidity
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low. They named it the Trash Reel.
☛is The
invention mounts over the mid-

dle of the corn head and is positioned
on top of (and in front of) the feeder
house. The reel can be installed in
about 15 minutes and never needs to be
removed. It attaches to the combine’s
corn head frame using a clamp-type
fastener, which is included with the
reel. For most corn heads, no drilling
is required. The reel’s drive hoses plug
into the combine’s hoses normally used
to run the reel on bean heads.
Turning at approximately 20 rpm,
the reel’s beaters won’t let leaves pile
up. Instead, it forces them through the
machine. To use the reel, simply unfold
it, turn it on with the valve (included),
and continue combining corn. The reel
turns on and off with the head. When
not in use, the reel folds up on top of
the corn head.
It was originally designed to mount
to John Deere corn heads but has been
customized to fit most combine heads.
Shelton and Hay have filed a patent application and continue to fine-tune the
invention for even better results.

Dealing with demand

Shelton says one of the hardest parts
about becoming a small business owner
is anticipating demand. In September
2004, they built 10 Trash Reels. Before

6 tips for beginning inventors

A

ccording to Bob Lougher, United
Inventors Association (www.
uiausa.com), novice inventors
should consider these six points:
1. Keep a log. The log should be a
bound book to document the product (establish inception date) and
the process. Accurate records make
for an excellent reference when
referring back to the history.
2. Get a third-party evaluation. You will receive an unbiased,
detailed report on the invention’s
strengths and weaknesses.
3. Do your own patent search.

Shelton and Hay knew it, the original 10
were gone. Then, all by word of mouth,
calls for the attachment increased. By
the end of fall 2004, they had sold to
farmers in North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, and Illinois. Those sales were
all made without spending a single dollar on advertising.
Since last fall, reels have been sold
and delivered to Kansas, Indiana, and
Ohio. As farmers see the reel and learn
how it fixes the problem, Shelton anticipates even greater demand.
“I’m really struggling with how many
reels to manufacture for this fall. The
neighbors of my current customers will
hear about it and see how it fixed the

You may find your exact idea and
not have spent a dime. This is a preliminary search. Seek a professional
if you intend to pursue your idea.
4. Join a forum or local inventor support group. Forums are,
typically, people who have had a
successful invention. Inventored.
org and invent.com are two forums
worth pursuing.
5. Curb your enthusiasm. Don’t
overpower your common sense.
6. Educate yourself. Learn the
processes that go into developing a
new product. ■

problem. Then I’ll have the same situation I had last fall but on a much larger
scale. How do I prepare for that? How
do I get them shipped out fast enough
to satisfy the customer?” he says. But
he adds after a pause, “I’m working on
an answer.”
Shelton and Hay recently signed a
licensing agreement with Remlinger
Manufacturing in Kalida, Ohio. The
agreement allows Remlinger and Shelton/Hay LLC to sell the reels.
The price of the reel is $1,750, which
includes reel, hoses, valve, tips, and all
hardware. An additional $175 should
be added for 60 Series John Deere
combines. Delivery and installation are
available upon request.
“For $1,750, the Trash Reel solves
the problem and will pay for itself in
one afternoon,” Shelton says. SF

Learn more
● Shelton/Hay LLC

1524 160th Street
Woolstock, IA 50599
Phone: 866/458-5904
E-mail: trashreel@wmtel.net
Web: trashreel.com
● Remlinger Manufacturing

The Trash Reel can be customized to fit most combine heads. Britt Shelton
says 90% of his sales are to John Deere combine owners.
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16934 U.S. 24, P.O. Box 299
Kalida, OH 45853
Phone: 800/537-7370
E-mail: webmaster@
remlinger.com
Web: remlingermfg.com

